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VECCHIO SAMPERI 

 

Classification: Wine  

Grape: 100% Grillo 

Alcohol (% ABV): 16.5 

Territory: Western Sicily, Contrada 

Samperi, Marsala (TP) 

Vineyard surface (ha): 12 (about 

29 ac) 

Age of vines: between 20 and 42 

years  

Soil composition: limestone, 

sandy loam, level land   

Training system: alberello (gobelet or head training) and single Guyot 

system; 3,500 vines per hectare 

Alcohol: 16.69% ABV  Residual sugar: 12.6 g/l Acidity: 6.71 g/l pH: 3.26 

Total SO2: 8 mg/l  

Harvest: manual, clusters put in small cases, starting the last weeks of 

September 

Yield per hectare (hl): 20 

Winemaking: manual selection of the grapes, soft pressing, natural 
decanting, traditional fermentation in oak and chestnut vats at room 

temperature  

Aging: in oak and chestnut vats for an average of 20 years, with an addition 

of 5% of younger wine every year, using the traditional perpetual method, 

similar to Soleras   

Bottles produced: 6,000 

First vintage: 1980  

Food pairings: Don’t wait till the end of the meal to serve Vecchio Samperi, 

but drink it  with aged cheeses, braised meats, oven-baked turbot, bottarga 

and oysters.   

At room temperature or slightly chilled, interesting and  amazing as an aperitif 
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VECCHIO SAMPERI RETURNS TO THE ORIGIN 

With the bottling of 2016, our Vecchio Samperi "returns to the origin". 

This transformation includes some crucial changes. Starting from the bottle. 

We replaced the classical marsalina (the typical marsala wine bottle) of 50 cl, 

used from the 90s up to the last version, with a shorter container of 75 cl, 
nearly identical to the very first bottles used in 1980. 

Also the label sees some major changes, as it brings back the strong bond 

with the ancient Samperi district that gives the name to the first wine of Marco 

De Bartoli, precisely "Vecchio Samperi". In the background the ancient family 

"baglio", standing for years now on the labels of our marsala reserves and that 

evokes the original Indian ink drawings made by the artist and friend Carlo 

Lauricella for the winery. An image that is consistent and unique for all our 

traditional wines. 

The greater change is, for sure, the return to the real nature of Vecchio 

Samperi whose classification has been modified. It is finally back to what it 

was originally, that is a wine, or as Marco De Bartoli often said "the wine of 

Marsala". The "vino liquoroso" (liqueur wine) mention, compulsory by law, 
finally disappears and turns into wine, aged in an oxidized environment, never 

fortified and using the traditional in perpeetuum process, for centuries the only 

method to create this territorial wine.  

The brand new Vecchio Samperi replaces the previous version of Vecchio 

Samperi Ventennale. The reference to the 20 years, due to the changing of 

classification, cannot be kept on the label, and the same is for grape variety. 

By the way, from now on, for every new bottling the vintage will be stated.   


